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Chthonic Numinosity
… can be achieved throgu this visual study where Your Life, Your Way forms the words as you are immersed in
these evocative ablution pools. These immersive ablution pools als function as an Art Oracle for scrying.
Herein is a contrast of binary stars where Light Stars and Dark Stars dance through numinous watercolors and
their chthonic Shadow Partners as they orbit together as galactic neighbors within you forming an Idea Solar
System in the galaxy of the work. As they dance with one another into your experience, feel what is conscious
and Both/And feel what is unconscious as you open to the wonderful psychic content that Silver Surfs the liminal
as it comes ito your awareness.
There is what is conscious, and what is unconscious. And, there are magical spaces in between that surf the
liminal as they make their way into life.
Immerse in these paired ablution pools. Scry into their infinite depths and discover what parts of your life are
amplified when you do.
Counterpoint and contrapuntal relationships are not a 4th down football phenomenon.
Opposites attract? Ahhhh, the voice of the truly desperate. ~ John Cleese on Cheers
This is not that. Chthonic Numinosity: Syzygy in Watercolors is abiout the Both/And of You and your Inner
Inheritances to enhance Your Life, Your Way with the ImaginAction Method of bringing YOUR natural ways into
being. Enhancing, reinforcing, and strangthening Your Life, Your Way is the intent here.
First came Abstract Expressionism and Impressionism. This is not that. Chthonic Numinosity as expressed
throught the Constructing the Center watercolor series is about your Inner Stairs, that space between spaces
you use to move about inside. This is the place of The Psychic Synapse through syzygy in watercolors.
May the stories in the interstices, the spaces between, of these cosmic dancers guide you into those places you
are comfortable with the not-knowing, where forgetting can be for getting...and further help you navigate
uncomfortable places by honoring them so they can gift you with their messages.
May this work assist you to make more room for the good stuff that forms and continually informs the natural
you.May you be catalyzed to dose yourself with more of the best stuff to invest in yourself. You. It lasts a lifetime.

Beginning the Adventure
So, here we are beginning our trek to immersion pools for ablution. Are you ready for an adventure?
Other than the abridged painting titles included for reference on the Immersion Pools, so you can easily come back to revisit them,
the words on these frontispiece pages as the last words in this book other than those you abduce and draw out of yourself,
for yourself, in your own way, on your own time… as you take care to take care of yourself.
Inner Inheritances are Within…Your Life, Your way.
Invest in yourself with the treasures of the Inner Inheritances you discover here.
Dose yourself with more of yourself.
CtC on the abridged titles = Constructing the Center.
The white background = Day, the conscious, numinous. The black background = Night, the unconscious, chthonic.
Use either/or and Both/And at will any any time. It’s always our call for what feels right for your personal growth
and to assure you take responsibility to keep yourself safe from harm.
Vulnerability is the birthplace of courage.
~ Brene Broan
Forgetting is for getting. It makes more room for the good stuff. Yours.
~Jordan Hoggard, Tarot in the Land of Mystereum
May you focus and immerse and scry into these Day & Night pools.
May you find ablution in immersion, and in immersion, may you find the ablution of more of yourself to amplify your life.
Constructing the Center Day & Night Immersion Ablution Pools…
May you further construct your center here with your Inner Inheritances and Parts (from Brainspotting).
Know that the center isn’t necessarily in the middle of the Both/And that is all of you. And, You deserve all of you.

In ablution may you find more of yourself and be amplified. Welcome.
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We’ll begin with a Train Intro to set the stage for ImaginAction 2.0
Here is your 28-page On-Boarding to this Adventure of Immersive Ablution
Pools Living in ImaginAction 2.0 ~ The Unplugged Sessions
The center is rarely in the middle.
Don’t Waste Trouble.
The warm-up is rarely part of the performance,

Naturalized Perennial
ImaginAction is a relatively new system I have created over the last the last decade or so that 1st grew out
of the teeny 48-page LWB included with a lagniappe in my self-published Mystereum Tarot in 2008. In 2011 it
became a perennial when Schiffer Publications released my Mystereum Tarot as Tarot in the Land of
Mystereum: An Imagination Primer with a re-tooled deck so they were distinct in respect of one another and a
192-page Imagination Primer companion book boxed set. In 2012 its 78 spread collection went dormant to halfcicada sleep for 8 years until March of 2020.
Nascent no longer, awakening close to being fully formed though still wonderfully wet behind the ears, it
knocked on my joy at 3:30a waking me to bolt up and sit right up immersed in the darkness and a cascade of
celebration and joy coursing through me and immersing me. No words to pollute or drive the moment. This was
about receiving fully, powerfully feeling and listening and sensing, and simply allowing the immersion. Sitting,
sitting in the dark my eyes may have been like flashlights as I simply sat, sat in the experience. The 78 spreads
slowly wandered in to surf over the inner liminal horizon to park themselves in their liquid silences right in front
of me like me gifting me in the Soul Garden.
I suddenly was then out, fully asleep, as the artwork and questions toured me around my own mind and
heart. The next morning, March 5th, what would be 2 weeks before the 1st pandemic shutdown, formatting the
1st, complete version of ImaginAction began. May 2nd, 2020, at 1:21a it was released fully formed and made
available as a no charge download for a time… until it came time for its next step, available for sale to respect
the value of the work. It is available in the ImaginAction Shop at
www.jordanhoggard.com.

This Came From That
As perennials do, ImaginAction made quick work and began to naturalize further in my Place of Creation
to poke noses up through wonderfully fertile soil and here we are. What were those noses poking up? They
were this. The 2nd evolution also birthed fully formed except for this intro. And, here we are in ImaginAction 2.0
~ The Unplugged Sessions which grew of its on accord in its own way like a acoustic music session minus all
the expansive and sacred and wonderful production of questions posed by its sibling ImaginAction. With
ImaginAction 2.0 ~ The Unplugged Sessions there is only one question all the way through. ImaginAction 2.0 is
a blank slate of artwork immersion pools for your journeying to and with ablution.
ImaginAction 2.0 utilizes the concept of scrying and experience rather than questions, except the one.
Inner Inheritances, Parts as they are referred to the Psychology modality of Brainspotting, Your Inner
Inheritances, Your Parts are asked to present themselves to you and you alone from your inner world in realtime in ways. Once acclimated to and integrated or allied with, they can help you effectively bring inner
components, Inner Inheritances, and Parts into your life to amplify your wholeness. With them you can translate
the treasures of your inner exploration experiences into the result of increased clarity of vision with Your Life,
Your Way, the ImaginAction Way.
May the treasures you discover when you scry into the immersion ablution pools here enhance and
reinforce and strengthen your ability to make even more effective decisions and take actions more specific to
your dreams in your everyday life. May you develop decisions and actions that are congruent to your Natural
Self… that is always evolving towards your innate origin of wholeness, the splendor of your most core Inner
Inheritance.
Does it sound this is going a bit backwards? All this in-going to go forward? Yes, very definitely yes. May
the Inner Inheritances and Parts you meet up with support your highest and best self. All I suggest is powerful
listening. Allow Inner Inheritances and Parts respectful silence and space when they arrive or peek around a
corner in curious wonderment or saunter right in and look you right in the eye. Allow them to set the tone. You
may be excited or scared or bewildered or in just as much curiuos wonderment as them. The mental chatter of
20 questions might just be like dropping a rock in the middle of a group of minnow. Insta-Scatter and poof,
they’re gone. You may have some trust to build with them 1st. And, that’s a cool gig. Bathe and immerse
yourself in the following ablution pools, the ones that reach out a hand to invite you that you resonate with. May
the treasures of messages you receive from within assist you in making decisions and taking action to make
your wildest dreams come true. Build foundations up under your dreams, seat their soul… so that out here at

the same time you realize them, your dreams, as you teach yourself The Way of the Balanced Dance within
and throughout your life.
ImaginAction. Your Life, Your Way, actionably… ImaginActionably

To Abduce
Rather than abduction, using Inner Inheritances and/or Parts may assist you to abduce components of
yourself that are as currently unrealized and un-reified treasures. The intent of ImaginAction is to assist you to
literally draw these inner features of your psyche out of hiding, and/or liberate them from being bound inside
somehow by events, traumas, and experiences that were most likely not your fault, or even known as a thing to
you until they occurred… and then they had, and were gone to unknown places within you. They may have bled
off pressures out of spec for you by releasing themselves to stop you from overwhelm in any given moment.
And, though, they most likely did this, when they return, it will be your responsibility simply because they are
Parts of You… you being ultimately responsible for you.
This isn’t a blame game, though when they appear, they may be blissful in seeing you again, they may be
Tasmanian Devils that are hopping mad spinning around like spinning tops made with NASA level thrusters for
the spinning stirring everything up in… they may be merry ants going about their way destroying everything in
their path. They may be just what you need to experience and feel… so that they and You are heard, and
acclimate out of the pain into the wisdom of the messages they bring to gift you… if you powerfully witness and
simply hear them… all the way through.
This process will certainly not be about instant results, or anything given to you on a silver platter.
Though, over time, it will bring more and more a sense of ease to your Sovereignty. It may take one or two or
several or many sessions with a single Inner Inheritance Part for them to be able to have calmed down or
acclimated into their focused strength of message to provide their wisdom straightaway.
In that instant that that happens, though. Where, in the wonderful throws of that experience, you may feel
tingles throughout your body, or in a specific placed related to the Part’s original home. These tingles are that
Part integrating back into you being provided the key to both the door of their internal incarceration by your
powerful witness, and as well the key to the portal towards where in your mindbodybeautiful heart Self where
they will naturally integrate, naturally distribute their energies to re-home themselves.
The snake its skin shedded, the snake its skin not missed.
Look at all these pretty and intense colors now not fettered by inner resistances,
enhanced and amplified by Inner Inheritances.

Behaviorism & Its Inherently Superficial Pitfall
That Has No Business Being Here, or Anywhere
Behaviorism and behavior modification kind of goes out the door out of hand with Inner Inheritance Parts
and Brainspotting. Associated behaviors may almost simply have a heavy yoke lifted from them, so that they
rise up and breathe and… act naturally rather than from a distorted place of pain. I, after intense Brainspotting
therapy sessions dismiss Behaviorism out of hand as being superficial. I see it as a gardener with wonderful
intent that cuts weeds with scissors rather than ripping them out or dialing into removing the whole root/tap-root.
Plus, as a gardener myself, there is simply no accounting for taste. There is no accounting for those plants we
simply do not care to name that we call weeds. In the sense of purifying a garden of weeds, ImaginAction is
about gardening, Soul Gardening, your inner landscape… both above and below… to address infinities so big
and so there we can’t see them, and as well depths we have not yet tilled to discover the fertility they offer. And.
All this is done from the Soul Gardener’s perpetual present that is the ground, the fertile ground.
Sidenote: Now, I feel B.F. Skinner’s work in Behaviorism was important, or rather intense, though more
for his work with the CIA and effective torture techniques. Not a pretty gig, and I was a little more than
uncomfortable using the word effective in that last sentence as I am certainly in no way in support of that –
simply speaking to the process of its ops in its system. Not something I respect, though I do respect thoughtful
process that sets actions up for success ithout re-inventing the wheel every time.
Though, Behaviorism in general? I now find it to be a superficial mathematical multiplication table of
action-reaction that rarely looks at the effectiveness of wisdom born of experience in the responses, is
superficial. Anyway, that’ll be fleshed out further in a wonderfully more extreme and intense way in an
upcoming work of mine. Simply put, I feel Behaviorism is much like cutting weeds off above the ground with
scissors, lipstick on a pig to a gardener. Lop, and you will continue to do lop. RIP them from the roots to R.I.P.,
and maybe, just maybe, they will dissipate towards their here being gone. Thank you Goo Goo Dolls for your
song, Here Is Gone.
What cornerstone in your life do you brace against?
Like a Soul Gardener, what is the cornerstone of your practice, your work that you brace again
Like Kali braces against Shakti’s complete calm as she dances on him?

Discernment and Discrimination
I find it important to discern with an is-what-it-isness of Justice and Death and Temperance, so that by
Judgment the nascent and dormant psychic characteristics and characters inherently present and most often
unknown and/or simply unseen can be born or re-born into the light of Your life. We all gestated in the dark in
the womb. So, I find it relatively natural that many of the things we birth into life have as well done the same,
gestated unseen in the dark. Dark is about depth. Light is about expansiveness. As Above, So Below.
Did you know that a tree’s roots more often than not are a mirror image of the canopy underground? That,
when trees are clear-cut, the ones on the edges just start to fall down from the slightest breeze? Why is that?
Well, they’ve developed their roots according to their context, the place where they live and grow. Trees inside
of groups send roots down, whereas standalone trees send roots both down and out, and then, regardless of
the circumstances they have prepared themselves to rarely be down and out. Why do they do this? The trees
that send roots down and out are naturally bracing themselves for wind and trouble, simply responding to the
nature of their environment.
The trees within the group are relatively shielded from high winds and the full extremes of the
circumstances around them. And, they act accordingly. They don’t waste much if any energy on roots going out
that they don’t need. Though, when the surprise of clear-cutting comes along, there they are exposed in their
now balancing-act of basically only having big tap roots rather than an underground canopy of roots. They were
wind-braced by their community before. Those trees suddenly unstable when they fly as high as they go deep.
I feel it’s like this with people and animals as well. Animals are a bit more immune, because their laws are
about thrival, eating, excreting, loving, and sex. People? Our environment often limits us to not see past
survival. These ImaginAction works are intended to elucidate and abduce your natural talents from your very
specific psychic facts, your Inner Inheritances and Parts, the way that standalone trees grow roots in balance
with their canopies so that their growth paves and pays its own way to being fully supported even when the
sculptural armatures of community are removed. You, strong and You, regardless is the intent here with
ImaginAction.

Inner Inheritances and Parts
I find Inner Inheritances and Parts to be gold mines composed of rich veins of your innate talents. There
are no presentee-ism trophies here. Why would there be? You have to do the Work and make the decisions
and take the actions. Otherwise, there will be nothing to reward. I do not suggest to try and kiss a promise.
I’m not here to cheerlead you and then leave you flat when you most need the tools of Yourself.
ImaginAction is not about not being or getting deflated. ImaginAction is about pressurizing you up just so, so
that your boundaries?... so that your boundaries look just like You and are stable and living allies presenting
more than confidence. I stepped past confidence one day into strength. What did I find. I found I was suddenly
unthreatened and faced things head on – so long as I hadn’t split-second decision gone Oh Shit this is danger.
And suddenly unthreatened, what did that do. I wasn’t confident. I was a Heartfelt Silverback Gorilla Hierophant
strong enough to be comfortably gentle. That’s what happened. I cherish that.
It seems to me to be wholly easier to be myself when I am confortable with myself, when I have the
perspective to respond rather than react. And, heck look at a German Shepherd Wolf or a Rhodesian
Ridgeback. Predators. Lovers. The German Shepherd Wolf rules the roost of hundreds of square miles. The
Rhodesian Ridgeback? It was bred to hunt lions. Suffice it to say not much threatens it. What good does that
do. Confidence is a low-grade bluster of a glass ceiling. Go through, go further to the natural intensity. If you
were bred to hunt lions, you are not confident. Your are strong in ways beyond description. You are strong and
comfortable with yourself… in ways so you are strong enough to be gentle. Another way I put this? Be peaceful,
but let motherfuckers know. The intent of ImaginAction is to develop your innate talents into that kind of
naturally powerful ability of…
I am not afraid of the man who knows 10,000 kicks. He lives in a dissipated library.
I take notice of the Person who has practiced 1 kick 10,000 times.
Train until the mind forgets and the body remembers. There. Start from there.

Image Gallery from Above
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VIII Justice
~ Balanced. You as $overeign accurately aware what weights tip your scale, what gigs trigger you. ~
XIII Death
~ Transformations. You as The Master Gardener of Your$elf. ~
XIV Temperance
~ Integrated. You as the naturalized and perennial garden of $elf. ~
XX Judgment
~ Awakening$. Your places of rebirth born of intensely experiential knowing. ~

Part of this as well is to explore yourself and make sure you call yourself out on things you take
responsibility for that you possibly would do better not to as they aren’t really yours – rather than doing so and
enabling someone or a situation – and discover those facets of you that make you wholly you. By focused
meditation with caring and empathy, immersion in the sacred pool of You may bring ablution. And, you may be
pleasantly surprised rather than startled that you become able to cascade ablution through yourself almost at
will once you’ve developed your meditation practice and sense of both the good and the bad and the
detrimental and the ballast to be dropped and dispensed with.
Morihei Ueshiba, founder of Aikido expressed this wonderfully in The Art of Peace, translated by John Stevens
published by Shamhala, 2007:
As soon as you concern yourself with the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ of your fellows, you create an opening in your heart
for maliciousness to enter. Testing, competing with, and criticizing others weakens and defeats you.
Do not look upon this world with fear and loathing. Bravely face what the gods offer.

Meditation
In regards to meditation, please do not fall prey to anxiety or frustration that you are not doing it right. It
also takes practice. When I was full boat in the martial arts and training 2 hours a day twice a day, 2 hours in
the morning and 2 in the evening, I was able to meditate completely immersed and undisturbed by any outside
influence for hours. It actually requires a lot of energy even though it is about effortlessness. It becomes selfconnection AND connection the Inner All and Outer All at the same time. More simply put, you are connected.
Take patience for instance. It is not passive. If you are not clinching and simply holding back which is
imply hesitation or apprehension… if you are actually confortable and sovereign in your patience, that is
focused strength. That is stillness, like you are like a lake with glass smooth surface unfettered through and
through even with all the operations underwater making their merry and unflinching ways, smooth like the
seamless segues of a powerful engine just being. Same for inside. I find meditation to be an inner action that is
yours and yours alone in however you connect, even when doing physically active meditations. I find patience
also to be a natural meditation, though meditation that has the same stillness in context in the external world.
Start small. Literally 15 seconds if you are not used to it. Then, over time go longer. Also, do notice the
difference between meditating and falling asleep. There are times I slipped somewhere inside when kneeling in

my long-form violin stroke bindu breaths, and oops, I dozed off. It happens. It still tickles me a bit when it
happens. Sometimes it’s harder to self-center so that you yourself are the still and stable cornerstone the All
braces against to unite you with the Universe. Take it in stride and laugh with yourself. Also, I suggest to lose
goals for a while sometimes with your meditation. A sense of goal-lessness can help you shed the expected
things that cause mental and emotional chatter.

Fear versus Anxiety
Also, I suggest to use your fear as an ally, as a wonderful navigation tool. I am not saying fly into danger
as my intent there this is quite the contrary. Fear can be, DUCK, so you don’t get smacked by that ball that
came out of nowhere, or that speed demon fighter pilot of a bird that doesn’t see you when it’s wholly focused
on the insect it is chasing. Fear can be simply following the suggestions of cone zones on the highway rather
than barreling through them… so you don’t drive off the part of the bridge that’s out up ahead. I don’t find fear to
be the problem. It’s being afraid that causes problems.
From my perspective being afraid is caused by anxiety bullying with its scare-mongering tactics to give
you a false sense of safety when you listen to it… by removing your discernment and wits. And, once it hooks
you like an Angler Fish with its bright and luminescent OOHHH Shiny I’m Safe bait, it takes the next step before
you even realize it. Sucks you right in. Anxiety attempts to kidnap your fear and torture-distort it with relatively
insane-in-the-membrane worries about this or that, and before you know it, a strong and potentially primary
navigation tool is MIA. It’s then easy to feel uncomfortable choosing a direction when your radar or compass
has gone missing. And, it’s hidden in plain sight right in front of you, wholly unrecognizable now without its
presence of strength and as an allied inner force for your good steering. Good steering is safer than worrysteering. I find anxiety and worry to be the car of self stuck in the mud tiring itself out rather than cocking your
head and raising an eyebrow to anxiety and shaking your head No. No words, just a consummate and
indefatigable non-verbal No. I don’t like much being dismissive. It’s rude and even cruel. Though, with anxiety?
I dismiss that shit out of hand. Reasons are unreasonable, because for no reason at all will anxiety ever build
value. Anxiety is a diminishing force, the one who deflates. Can’t steer very well when deflated.
These treasures, these Inner Inheritances as they are called in Tarot in the Land of Mystereum’s 192page Imagination Primer companion book, these Parts, may be in hiding in you wonderfully waiting, sometimes
hiding in plain sight, may have simply not been ready to come out and play to increase your effectiveness until
the right time. Some may be trapped and have no idea there’s anything beyond the place in which they are
trapped. Aren’t unconscious glass ceilings and less than powerful limits so very common for most all of us?

I’d say that’s an outrage, though no, it’s not really that. It’s simply a travesty of missed opportunity to
connect, a connection thief that often comes from minor hysteria nervous chatter-boxing out loud or just inside.
May you mind where you self-create your own interference patterns. It then becomes much easier to discern
what’s yours and what’s not yours, and take courses of action accordingly.
And, these Parts, these Inner Inheritances, sometimes born of experiences that influence you in the past,
traumatic or otherwise, and/or lineage-born from the Old Ones or Parts you stole accidentally taking them on
from your Mentor/Tormentor parents, are not always people kinds of characters. Sometimes…

A Personal Session With Self Example
I remember in a personal session with myself just going happy wild-eyed in the middle of work with
another Inner Inheritance Part, as an image flew itself into consciousness. It wasn’t with my Therapist. After 3
years, Brainspotting had become a discipline of the ritual habit I valued and enjoyed with myself once a week in
Self-session, usually setting out to enter these personal sessions amidst larger writing projects in process and
yet unpublished. I paused in the first intensity of the experience of another Inner Inheritance Part that had
become an ally, and it quietly looked me dead in the eyes and bowed. It knew. It may have even made the table
reservation for what was just about to come so to speak, as I started in on my own session within my session
with myself.
Brought softly and quietly, though no less suddenly, to a state of bliss, a seamless segue occurred. A
state of bliss as cigar boxes of butterflies pinned with paper placards with their Latin names on the pin under
them pinned to the bottom of cigar boxes appeared. They were my Dad’s cigar boxes I recycled into my hobby.
The hobby? Chasing butterflies. Catching them in my butterfly net. And carefully.... Boxes and boxes of
murdered beauties incarcerated teaching a 4, 5, and 6 year old me about transformation during the years I had
2 major surgeries at the Mayo clinic at 4 ½ and 5 ½. I didn’t notice the connection between the disciplined focus
of an interest and the surgeries until just now when this occurred. I was enamored, immersed in the inner
memory image I was in the experience of. Bliss. Bliss in my bliss-cipline hobby back then. What an ablution
immersed in the beauty of my focus back then…
And then it happened… sadness. Systemic sadness throughout my whole body. Full-on deflation. Part
relief and part grief, part beauty and ablution. And, part… simply the experience.. I deflated and let down. Tears
ran down my cheeks, both eyes pouring slowly. My therapist’s actual voice, not there except inside me
participating in the wonderfully and indelibly grooved process softly said, What is it, Jordan? What is it you are
feeling right now? I smiled, smiled like driving in a pouring rain when the sun is out and brightening the

windshield becomes liquid light. Shaking my head in an ebbing No, flowing to nod to a more powerful
Yes…These guys only live like 28 or so days, and I murdered all this beauty back then, coffined them in these
amateur Smithsonian cigar boxes. Slowly ebbing back to shake my head No again, flowing back to nodding
Yes. I killed them and learned about transformation. They are Death as the Mother of my memories, and I see
the future. I am sad, so very sad that I murdered beauty… ALL this beauty.
I’m so sad. And, then I suddenly rose to sit straight up in the chair where I was in a big breath and
reached out my hands. Beauties. Beauties all of you. Thank you. Thank you for teaching me. Thank you for
teaching me about transformation, and interesting me in rocks and fossils and geodes and snakes and insects
and… BUTTERFLIES! I opened my hands like cracking open geodes, Beauty lives in my memories because of
you, because of you all. That was a torrential time with those surgeries. Thank you. Thank you all. I sat there
with geode-palms open held up, my energy pulsing out of my hands to them. And, as soon as the image of all
the boxes had come in, and they had opened, they all wriggled free from their decades-old death and freed
themselves of the pins and labels and flew away… and, after they were gone, the boxes without a single flame
went up in smoke and wafted away.
There was a tingle-cascade throughout my whole body all at once with each section of my body tingling
differently in this ablution cascade, an ablution symphony. Tingle-cascades throughout. Aren’t we close to
time?, I remember I said out loud. This session, I’m going to finish out this session steeping in this. Ask me any
questions you want. I’ll just respond from this wonderful place. They’re free. I’m free for now in this experience.
Wise therapist voice: Jordan. Keep that. Just steep like you said. We have some time left. Stay with that. Just
steep, and keep that. This is what it’s about.
I share that cherished experience as an example that trauma doesn’t always come from people, and to
inspect what you expect. It can be objects. It can be realizations. It can be experiences. Or, in this case, cigar
boxes of butterflies. Maybe Parts and Inner Inheritances present in as many ways as there have been people
and things and experiences since the dawn of time.

Never or Rarely Lonely
I express that Parts and Inner Inheritances are not lonely. Well, anyway, some of them aren’t. I simply
bring up the point as a solid example in regards to the practice to inspect what you expect. Brainspotting in
Psychology calls these characters your Parts. I called them Inner Inheritances in Mystereum 7 years
(Chiron~Saturn Astro cycle) before I knew about Parts Therapy or Brainspotting. Parts/Inner Inheritances may

know they miss something, though the hoe in their heart is missing. You get that that part of it. They are
complete to and within themselves, though, in their current locale of their life inside you, or so they feel. And,
don’t we often feel that way as well? Or, can we? Or, maybe you don’t?
I feel… lots of I’s in these last several paragraphs. Cool. I’m writing this, and no need of an Oz behind
some proverbial curtain. I’ll continue this way, the rhythm presented. I feel Parts and Inner Inheritances -- and
there may be a difference, not sure – are not lonely for three reasons:
First, they have no anxiety, even if they are wholly composed of it. There’s nothing to surprise you in a
closed system. They may not know it’s closed, though I gather they operate as if the lay of their land is theirs to
experience, and after months and years and possibly decades, their living in their trauma and/or experience
practicing 1 kick 10,000 times type of daily practice becomes as natural as breathing. That kind of immersion is
the birthplace of ablution. That kind of ablution rends and delineates an alchemy that produces wisdom. The
Secondly and Thirdly? We’ll come back around to that in just a moment.

Cornerstone-ing
As Bruce Lee would express, train until the mind forgets and the body remembers. This both creates and
abduces, draws out your natural wisdom of yourself, from yourself, of who the Parts are even without being in
your context in any other way than being in the context their own world hidden as a basement or attic within
yours. There is an excellent lesson there that has nothing to do with being anti-contextual or a fish out of water
being out of context. Live your life regardless is often the message from the ground of that scenario. Though,
the Parts are the figures who by contrast powerfully brace against that ground, and lose no energy when they
move. It all intensely and undiminished goes into their actions. What cornerstone in your life do you brace
against?
Can you allow yourself to be the cornerstone your Parts and Inner Inheritances brace against? If so, it
may help them to exorcise themselves out of their seed, iron out the kinks as they come to outside their world
and into yours inside, and exercise their comfort with their will to come to clarity in the vision they eventually
embrace in their messages to you. It’s quite a process for sure. And, odds are they will continue to do so until
you and they liberate them for a more valuable cause… the cause of to enhance and reinforce and strengthen
you and amplify the wonderfulness of your sense of self… or… to be free to leave because they are foreign
object(s) you picked up (maybe enabling) that are not yours.
I suggest to literally fill a pot with water once a week, immerse a sponge squeezing to get it full, and
squeezing it out in the sink or tub… to keep your filters clean and also to remove these kinds of foreign objects

that occasionally get stuck in the Outer-Liminal Neptunian spheres of influence of our boundaries from things
we experience on a day to day basis. I find it to be a solid exercise to not let things I should take zero
responsibility to occupy in heart or mental real estate… and, especially so they don’t get too comfortable and
migrate to the back 40 of my mind.

The Importance of the Foundations
If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost;
that is where they should be. Now, put the foundations under them.
~ Henry David Thoreau. Walden
What wonderful experiences occur when you listen to yourself,
and consistently and diligently work with your natural way
with embodied care and attention paid to your experience within?
What wonderful experiences occur within you when you do?
Is this one of the methods of amending your own soil?
~ Jordan Hoggard. Here

Firstly
Firstly, when you have a powerful and settled and solid foundation to brace against, not a single iota of
your thrust or drive kicks back to lessen your movements, or kicks back to shutter the system like ABS brakes
on the 1st time using them on the track. OH BOY why is the brake pedal in conflict with my foot?!! Your foot gets
used to the conversation, though the 1st time?? In fact there will be quite a contrary feeling from acclimation to
something new. You may begin to feel more of the power that is natural to you when you are not diminished like
that. Your innate talents then step in to be developed into solid abilities.

Secondly
Secondly, they exist without even the concept of an I. They’ve never self-defined. They are The All from
their perspective in their world, and without ego at all… as, doesn’t Ego require a reference point? It simply is
that way as they are the only person in their world. It’s not narcissistic or sociopathic. It is not even solipsistic –
truth is transitory, and only human life exists. Theirs is a pure world free of motives or questions, and at the
same time full of experiential knowing as they repeat lap after lap always fresh, though not in the understanding
that their drag potentially drags and exhausts you. And, beyond that it is safe to say they may not even be
aware of any of that. They simply know nothing else than their world, and none other than themselves
inhabiting their world. And, as Richard C. Schwartz expressed in You Are the One You’ve Been Waiting For ~
Bring Courageous Love to Intimate Relationships, Trailheads Publications, 2008… trauma is always fresh. That
one statement goes places, big places. Not to worry about reminding your Parts or Inner Inheritances.
Seriously. Not to worry. They’ll know, and they’ll remind you plenty enough.

Thirdly
Thirdly, beyond no distinct identity of an I, further, they, by extension, would of course have no concept of
We or Us. You will be the 1st person they meet in the 1st person, and the first person who speaks and interacts
with them in more than the 1st person – unless of course Parts have encountered one another and formed minicommunities. Those can be even more… I’ll leave that to your experience.
Please do well to only listen and take in their expressions at first, their non-verbals, their… whatever they
present at first. I’m not saying to have a lack of discretion, though. If they are intensely angry, allow you silent
empathy to read in; they are in pain.
I suggest to allow them to vent and stomp around and get that stuff out so they begin to self-regulate into
balance. Even if like the Tasmanian Devil or Animal, drummer from The Muppets, I suggest to allow them to be
who they are at every moment start to finish to integration or ally. No harm allowed to you or others, though. If
something presents at a dangerous or at a psychotic episode level, immediately stop working with this and call
for help. I cannot stress that enough. I am not a Psychologist, licensed or otherwise. And, even if I was or am,
you are working with only the net you provide, and by yourself or in a group if you choose to work with this
together. From my perspective I work with a net. I work with a net firmly stapled to the floor. I d not suggest that
you do that. Please keep yourself safe and do no harm to yourself or anyone else.

These meditations, like the tank trips in the movie Altered States, can get kind of trippy. I simply ask to
take care of yourself and do no harm to you or another. If you feel afraid or in danger, stop immediately and call
a licensed Pyschology professional.

Berserkers & Danger
Parts and Inner Inheritances presenting as berzerkers? That might be them wanting to thrive, though
having multiple body-backpacks of moltings that haven’t yet shedded to open to you with their clear message.
The snake its skin shedded, though not sloughed rather than the clean and transformative birth molt of the
snake its skin shedded, the snake its skin not missed, where all the splendid new colors are bright.
Be mindful of what is intense versus what is dangerous. You are the Sovereign Ruler here. You can hit
Pause at any time, and call a professional if need be. Please do if the level of intensity versus actual danger is
in question. The worst that could happen then most probably won’t by being precluded with a Professional
Psychologist… or, the other worst… DAYum, now I can to get back to work with, Ok, where was I? Heck, that’s
not a bad general question standalone.
Really intense contents may basically be wearing a winter coat’s level of layers of molting they have been
constrained within like wearing a winter coat in the summer heat. In one way they are obese in that they have
held on to and hoarded their past, won’t let go when they transform. I expressed this in my Tarot in the Land of
Mystereum deck+ book boxed set: You are no more at the mercy of your past than you are old photo albums.
Take more pictures.

Really and Clouding
Really intense psychic contents only cloud their own wisdom and yours when they have come present
themself inside. I suggest to not allow yourself to initially rob them of the ability to breathe and aspirate like a
sports car or an athlete by not blissfully yielding them your powerful witness. I guess that happens because
people have drained the air from a world and live in stuffy and confined spaces? Not a good place for the
additional discernment reuired to make a decision.
That is not judgmental by referring to them as obese with all the extraneous and non-sloughed-off molting
layers. It’s more like going on a summer hike wearing all the clothes you’ve ever worn before on a hike, and
maybe simply even all the clothes you’ve ever worn to date. That would be exhausting a mile into the hike… if
you could even take the first step in the first place. And, on a hike, that is just dangerous. I feel that applies to
life. In life it is dangerous as well when your radar is clouded by aspects of you in the past that facilitate you in
the process of being the kidnapper of yourself. I suggest, be aware of these kinds of gigs. They’ll yank the
carpet from under you or trip you up from THE most creatively unseen places.
I guess more specifically put, I suggest to watch and catalog your triggers, what sets you off. Behind the
Oz-Curtain of each and every one of those is a Part or Inner Inheritance clanging on its own bars attempting to
hijack your mouth for its temporary freedom of mind and heart so it can get out. They just need your whole life
for a single moment to cause a lifelong apology that’s hard to live down when you let them speak for you.
Again, remember the Angler Fish and the hijacking ventriloquist. You taken THEM under advisement.

Life Happens?
So, here’s a solid personal example of Life Happens in regards to Parts and Inner Inheritances. I’ve never
been overweight. Until, 5 years ago when the prison camp of a current relationship situation I was in went
nuclear in ways I say now I should have seen as it began to shred me from 2+ years of my partner’s consistent
toxic drip of shaming behavior without ever asking a question unless it was to bait me in for a hit… and, get
this…. She said, thank you, only once, and that pretty much gave me a dental degree just helping her tug-o-war
out of her. That shaming behavior got in. It deposited things, many of which were foreign objects. Call the bomb
squad, right?! Sure. Except, when one has never experienced that level of narcissistic sociopath – read in:
denial and further, unresolved denial they can’t reach, and that you can’t fathom which translates into omissive
denial as no one could really act like this, when factually, they certainly are, and consistently – one can tend to
lose oneself without even creativity, and then imagination itself die on the vine and pull back like scarred coral
inside. I in no way ask for pity or sympathy or even empathy. I found out that that experience is SOP –
Standard Operating Procedure – for the effects of long-term trauma. Par for the course… more like a doublebogey in golf, and I don’t even like golf… Mark Twain put that best: Golf? No. Golf is something that messes up
an otherwise perfectly good afternoon stroll in Nature.
Even through 3+ years of intense Brainspotting I started at the end, got out, and continued the
Brainspotting, I gained 50 pounds over the next 3-4 years. Me who had never fluctuated more than 10 pounds,
and that was when I was bulking up muscle, became overweight. Slowly at first, and I basically got taken down.
Of course part of it was that I intensely unwrapped so much inside for those 3 years, I inadvertently cocooned
myself outside. It’s ok. There should be no shame in your weight, and for that matter, if you’re not a criminal or
cruel, I suggest to start considering shame and shaming behavior petty and useless. Look for workability
instead of blame. See what happens. Currently, I’m 27 pounds to goal. I imagine there is more in those 27
pounds than I know. Cool. It’s an intense and long-form process. I use the personal example because I’m not
immune to life. I love what David Bowie said,
Heaven and religion are for people who don’t want to go to Hell.
Spirituality is for those of us who’ve already been there.

Were These Parts…
Were these Parts previously integrated in you? Were they created by a mini-death when trauma blew
them off to posit them to live in their inner home? Did they intentionally self-remove from you at a point of
trauma or other life event as a pressure release valve blowing to save the whole, You, so you didn’t get
overwhelmed by the event? If so, don’t be fooled by the counterintuitive, THEY left, it’s THEIR fault. They
protected you, though they may ironically come back blaming you for it. Trauma, internally, and trauma
externally experienced or triggered with another can have that mixed bag of action or origin actually turning on
the resolution. That’s a topic for another work.
Whether their inner home was birthed from trauma or other, now allow that death of sorts to be the
mother of them as memory weightlessly and magnetically orbiting inside, though it energetically creates
unnecessary drag in so doing. Like, it posits an Rx gig in your system, Rx being Retrograde of Self.
How will you know them if you don’t remember them? Once you encounter them… ohhhhh I gather you’ll
remember. And oh boy maybe a bit more than I can say here. Best to their arrival at just the right time for you.
At first you may feel as if you have never seen them before. And, you also may feel a knowing wonderment that
somehow you know them as if born to you… as they have been... again... just then! Born to breathe again free
from always being fresh in the moment that created them. No longer living the life of a seed ruled by the ode of
being of the trauma that created them, that energy will most likely have 3 directives it gives itself:
One, to cascade and flow back into you to the part of your body that was their original home. Of course
this will only happen when they trust you, and you ask their message and they reciprocate with a respose. With
this integration, and maybe even without exchanging words with them, you may feel an ablution cascade of
tingles in your body somewhere. Immerse in it without interruption. Allow it to settle in just so. Please do not
pollute it with words. Respect the experience as a birth in reverse. Babies being born aren;t instructed by a
portrait photographer ho to enter. Rn that example the other way. How does a Part naturally nestle in to rehome itself and cascade it’s energies like nourishing rain inside a particular part of your body, or in some cases
across the whole?
Two, to remain like a sentinel on your shoulder, your ally. Don’t be surprised if any given Part fires the
Angel and the Devil from their posts on your shoulder that keep your internal Civil War in play. They’ll not only
be releived of duty, though most likely relieved to finally not have to only sit there and talk to your ear
squabbling to the other through you. In this case, they may go the route of the 1st who integrated in you. If so,
the Marriage of Heaven and Hell as William Blake may occur. I gather, though, that if they leave their shoulder-

posts, they will leave hand in hand. Maybe they were squabbling because your head/Mind kept them apart?
Hmmmm... This integration may be the primary function of the Temperance card in the Tarot. I hope you
experience it.
Third, WOO HOO I’M FREE. You see, I... hmmm, weird word... no matter... I am something from
someone else. I am not yours. No matter how hard you try, I don’t fit you. I come from when you don’t squeeze
any Neptunian sponges on a regular basis like cleaning your filter. Now, I’m free to head out there and find my
person where i belong now. Thank you. Oh, I do have a message for you. Literally, once a day, visualize
squeezing your sponge. There are more like me, though submerged mostl likely and not in my sponge-net. Do
it in the real as well if you like. Though, do it outside or over the sink or tub. Though, please don’t do it when
you are IN the tub. That’s for YOUR ablution. You don’t want to steep in the stuff you clean out.
Heck, gonna take an ablution bath and add essntial oils? May I suggest to take a quick shower first, so
you steep in all good things from you rather than the things you dispense. No reason to steep in the trash, at all,
ever. How is that ever to congruent to cleaning your filter? You’re vulnerable when steeping. That’s the point of
it. That’s WHY you steep... please differ in the comments!
Vulnerability is the birthplace of courage. ~ Brene Brown

Innate and Developed Courage
As Brene Brown expressed, ‘Vulnerability is the birthplace of courage.’ Let it go, and instead steep in the
increased flow of YOU without the drag of the foreign object, and immersed in lavendar and/or rosemary and/ o
peppermint or lotus. Kinda keeps you in an Rx (retorgrade) of sorts, huh, if you bathe and immerse in what
youve already let go? Later. I have places to go now, so please squeeze that sponge please. I won;t be back to
remind you. That’s on you.
That those, and what you discover, are no longer frozen in the always-fresh interior time means nothing
has been truly lost across the spans of time out here between when they were posited inside of the trauma
body (asset of a seed like the Ace of Pentacles) that was the infinity of their whole world from then to now.
Warning: Please ablute and immerse cleanly. Thank you.
Sometimes you may feel companionship or a simply freedom of release. Reasons can be wholly
unreasonable. You might find that ceasing the Why for a while and substituting the What is conducive to your
health and well-being.

Sometimes… Sometimes, when you ask, What is Your message?, you may experience the opening of an
internal treasure chest of inherent value... Inner Inheritances wholly yours and new and fertile and splendorous
and valuable as they are wholly made of you... May they gift you their mesages that are their wisdom as much
as they are already yours in those psychological timeframes that have always been. May you feel the more of
you that’s come back home.

Inspect Your Expectations
Do note to dispense with greed of what you’ll get or deserve for your time. The messages can often be
short, as they are often the dense singularity represnting the whole of their existence. Ask Parts for help
clarifying before they integrate. You’re Sovereign here, even when they may feel more so. Do these inner
community members Parts present as people? As animals? As talismans or objects? As an idea or energy or
energetic force? I bet there as many ways as there are people for them to present themselves. As many ways
as there are people from the dawn of time up until now in the perpetual presentI will say.
May death be the mother of memory blessings, the future bring the infinite possibilities of dreams, and
both confluence in the perpetual present of the Now that is now You.
For All You Experiential Philosophers out there, please see the next…
For All You Experiential Philosophers out there who want Reasons, please chew on the following
morsel in regards to this work entitled InspirActionable… and, may I suggest you supplant your Reasons
(explaining yourself to you parents and/or Mentor/Tormentors) with reasons are unreasonable.
All, please remember that too much of anything is rarely beneficial, unless it is your true Self continually
integrating, cascading continual ablution tingles through you. Drunk on Reason may actually be far worse then
drunk on feeling as it tends to manifest false expectations, or simply expectations that preclude and cloud and
mirage the judgment and discernment born of previous Temperance moments. Simply a thought… and, maybe
not so simply… Your call for you.

Here’s What I’d Like You to Entertain…
Here’s what I would like you to entertain:
Chthonic Numinosity: the syzygy and syzygical orbits of the numinous Numens and their chthonic Shadow
Partners in a consummate Both/And as a Mode of Being expressed directly in the manifestations of your life
through… the Constructing the Center Day & Night Series watercolors.
Does that spark something for you?
First, you will see a spark, then a crack, and from the crack will come your Unborn Soul. ~ from the movie
Altered States
Thanks all for exploring InspirActionable! Accept my thanks in advance, and certainly let me know how it goes.
You may have to do several sessions with yourself on any given focused meditation? Most likely.
Note to ALL readers: If you are not practiced in meditation, please do not get disheartened if you get distracted
after 15 or 30 seconds. Your ability to experience immersion may be directly related to your practiced ability to
immerse. After some time, maybe not a lot at all once a value is perceived, your uninterrupted presence in your
scrying meditations may begin increase and progress with ease.
As Bruce Lee expressed:
I am not afraid of the person who has practiced 10,000 kicks. They might present as a know-it-all, or not. I take
notice of the person who has practiced a single kick 10,000 times. One can feel the intensity, and even
navigate by it.
For all you Bruce Lee aficionados, yes, I embellished his quote… though, don’t you feel it appropriate to evolve
one’s Mentors, especially when the were consummate Masters of Self?

Throughout InspirActionable Best to Your:
Vulnerability (in safe places) is the birthplace of courage. ~ Brene Brown
Adversity does not build character. It reveals it. ~ James Lane Allen
Forgetting is for getting. It makes more room for the good stuff. ~ Jordan Hoggard
When you are a Heartfelt Hierophant, a Silverback Gorilla of Life, do you find yourself unafraid, and have fear
as a navigational awareness tool? If so, when will you be strong and confortable enough in yourself that, always
unthreatened, you are strong enough to be gentle… and Powerfully Listen? ~ Jordan Hoggard
There came a time when the pain of remaining tight in the bud was greater than the risk it took (to open) and
blossom. ~ Anais Nin

Dood! Jordan,What’s the Diff between ImaginAction and ImaginAction 2.0 Unplugged?
Excellent question! In ImaginAction I threw you many bones so to speak with depthful prompts of
questions inspired by the artwork as the form-giver of each spread. In ImaginAction 2.0 Unplugged it’s pretty
much all YOU, playing supported, given a place to do so. May you be unfettered by nothing other than you.
Yes, that indicates I have not provided a Silver Platter. Yes, you decide and learn how to drive and thrive here,
and I bet you will shine. Though, in life, isn’t it better when one gets past the Learner’s Permit?… though we
may NEVER get parallel parking down? Here’s to your gig... Your Life, Your way amplified with ImaginAction .
I think so, and I don’t feel otherwise. No irony here. What amazing Inner Inheritances do You inherit by focus in
immersion and into and scrying You AS the work?
Enjoy InspirAction! May be it move you musically over the bar-line to not rush or drag, though to dial into the
rhythms that are wonderfully you.

How Do You
How do you vibrate and resonate when unfettered?
Will you peek inside ImaginAction and peek inside Yourself and see?

I Know
I know this next is asking a lot.
Though, can you lose your expectations to disable blind spots?
Are you able to inspect what you expect, inspect your expectations, check them at the door,
And simply come as you are, be, as You, Your Way?
Remember, ‘No.’ is a complete sentence. So, is ‘Yes.’ You always have a choice, and most likely a 3rd option
not presented. I usually take the 3rd option when people ask me a question with 2. Interaction feels more
engaged when I’m not a kite on the end of the string of someone’s question. Interaction feels more engaged
when it is engaged and reciprocal.
I find that when I get out of my way, those are two of the qualities that contribute to that. What are yours?

What Is the Music of You!
You’re on the list here. Welcome. Enter. It’s all Your Gig from here…
Can you, over time, simply do the work of You?
Is your Self a Chthonic Numinosity?
~ the syzygy of the numinous Numens & their chthonic Shadow Partners?
They both have a proper place here that is aligned with their
Way of the Balanced Dance with one another.
These places are located by the metes and bounds and healthy property line boundaries page to page
By the Constructing the Center Day & Night Series Watercolors Immersion Ablution Pools in the eSpa.

Instructions
The instructions to make use of ImaginAction are deceptively simple:
• Enter the ImaginAction 2.0 Spa
• Scroll through to get the feel of the place and note immersion pools where you say YES!
• Settle in and breathe at the edge of the pool until you dip in your toes or go all in with a splash
• Learn to use the plus and Cntrl + (plus) and Cntrl – (minus) or Command + and Command – on a
Mac or Apple keys to learn to fluidly zoom in and out, and drive at will to dial in and out of the pool
until all of the pool or the portion you are really drawn to fills your screen full frame
• Settle in and breathe again, 4 deep breaths
• Zoom in and out and/or scan the image to you feel something in your body, in whole or in a specific
place
• Settle there and gaze into the charged place and keep breathing. Please don’t hiccup your flow by
holding your breath. Allow your breath to run on autopilot as you settle in and begin to resonate
• Stay in the place of feeling with no words as any head chatter washes away and you are in heartfelt
feeling
• Meditate and/or scry into the immersion pool. Give yourself a solid 3 to 5 minutes of quiet to reach
your Silence within
• And, engage to experience what comes next. It’ll be different for everyone as everyone’s different
like everyone else.
• Engage and experience what you feel and where you feel it in your body.
• You’ll know when to ask the question. Please ask with calm confidence strong enough to be gentle
• The contents may be a bit skittish at first, though word might get around your Within over time.
• More and more, spend 15 minutes a day around the same time engaging in the ImaginAction 2.0
Immersion Pools until you know the operations to easily nestle in. Personally, I do this in small 10
minute bursts through the week, and every other week I have a 1 ½ hour session with myself and
call time just like in a Psychology session. Heck, you might even pay your savings account for your
Self-sessions to compensate your Within, your Inner Inheritances and Parts for the service they
begin to provide you
• Invest in yourself with ImaginAction. I’ve heard that investing in yourself lasts a lifetime.

Enjoy InspirAction 2.0!

May you thank yourself Within as You become more whole as you immerse in
these ablution pools. And, being whole tends to simplify things. You may just
not have a hard time saying ‘no’ or ‘yes’ anymore. What I find is that you when
you train yourself to powerfully listen, which respectful self-immersion does,
when you feel into things rather reacting, you naturally begin instead to
respond. And, not responding is a response as well.
Questions are always urgent to the asker.
That you even respond, much less make anything a priority is up to you and
your respect of your own value and process entirely.
May ImaginAction musically move you over the bar line in ebbs and flows of no rush and no drag, with time and
internal timing tuned and tailored just right over time, just right for you by you, so that you dial more into the
rhythms that are you… dial in, literally call in to within and receive the treasures of messages from your Inner
Inheritances and Parts so that you are never alone again, and when with others shine together more brightly,
even when sitting in Silence together just being… together. Here’s to you being together with yourself in the
most wonderful way.

You are on Your List Here
You are on the list here with 66 immersion ablution pools for focus and meditation and to scry with and in.
Here are 66 immersion pools reserved exclusively for you and yours any time you want to take a powerful dip
Within.

OK
The words here are coming to a close except that one question I mentioned earlier and the painting labels
under the immersion pools for easier navigation around the ImaginAction Spa.
All you now need to know, other than to bring yourself along…

CtC = Constructing the Center. There is the
Constructing the Center Day Series which is more Numinous
&
Constructing the Center Night Series which is more Chthonic
Ok, here we are towards the end of my words in this work as I move on to my next. Respectfully, I hand over
the keys to the ImaginAction Immersion Pools Spa with its 66 pools for your inner nourishment.
Here, may you step more fully into The Way of the Balanced Dance within. One more short page.

Please take a big deep breath,
hold it for 4 seconds,
and slowly and smoothly and forcefully exhale completely.
~ Please close your eyes and do that 4 more times ~

Moira’s Blessings,
Jordan

Ok,
The Spa is all yours now.
Enter at will any time you feel.

Ok,
The Spa is all yours now.
Enter at will any time you feel

The Immersion
Ablution Pools
eSpa Welcomes You and Awaits Your Entrance…

CtC #1 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #1 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #2 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC 2 Night
What What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #3 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #3 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #4 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #4 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #5 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #5 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #6 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #6 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #7 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #7 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #8 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #8 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #9 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #9 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #10 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #10 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #11 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #11 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #12 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #12 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #13 Night
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #13 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #14 Night
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #14 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #15 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #15 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #16 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #16 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #17 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #17 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #18 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #18 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #19 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #19 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #20 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #20 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #21 Day
What is your message today?

CtC #21 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #22 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #22 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #23 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #23 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #24 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #24 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #25 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #25 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #26 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #26 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #27 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #27 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #28 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #28 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #29 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #29 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #30 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #30 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #31 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #31 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #32 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #32 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

CtC #33 Day
What message do you have for me today?

CtC #33 Night
What message do you have for me tonight?

